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Lot 33 Woodville Street, Central Walk Drysdale
Incorporating genius design and multi functional rooms in an expansive single storey
home, The Drysdale promises a refreshing and exciting style of living.

from

$ 417,000*

Including Site Costs
13.735m

The generously proportioned four-bedroom home plus study offers comfort and
relaxation for the entire family. The ease of the multifunctional design is perfectly
suited to those who like to entertain and want a touch of luxury in their everyday lives.
Featuring VP Cooper’s signature high raked ceilings the intelligently designed anterior
bedrooms are an example of the accommodating functionality. Perfect for housing
bunk beds or adding a mezzanine level; the generously sized rooms are the perfect
option for expanding families.

25.770m

This front section of the home allows for dual separate living featuring the bathroom
and lounge, providing independent comfort to your children or guests.
Other favorites include; the perfectly positioned open plan study with its optimized
exposure to natural light flowing from the exterior. A fantastic option for a peaceful
workspace or relaxing reading room.
The exceptionally well designed and appointed gourmet kitchen with an adjacent living
area. Purposefully structured to excite the senses the kitchen’s open layout allows
appetizing aromas to flow seamlessly into the optional integrated alfresco area – a
perfect atmosphere for the entertainers among us.
And the expansive master suite comprising of a sizable walk in robe and comfortable
ensuite with a generous sized shower and elegant fittings. It also allows for the
additional option of including a spa retreat connected to the secluded master suite.
This luxurious feature offers the chance for complete indulgence and relaxation in the
comfort and privacy of your home.
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*Minimum lot widths may vary due to council requirements, estate guidelines, orientation and fall of land. #Not included in base home plan or price. For price list and further lifestyle options, please visit a VPCooper
Sales Office or call 1300 529 531. Only applies to homes built in Victoria. All prices are GST inclusive. VPCooper reserves the right to change prices and conditions without notice or obligation. While every effort has
been made to ensure the accuracy of the information in this brochure, VPCooper does not warrant. Intending purchasers should rely on their own enquiries. VPCooper is not liable for any loss incurred from relying
on this brochure. Floorplans and sizes quoted are based on the display. VPCooper reserves the right to change design, plans, dimensions, specifications, materials and suppliers without notice. Sketches,
photographs and computer renderings are for illustrative purposes only and may not represent the home on display. All content Copyright 2014 VPCooper.

